Here are moments of Black—
and then a sudden
of the
mental.

He golden
Grot of the world's
Most Luxurious
Palace of
Fortune

To think
of this
all!

Amazing, instead
of traveling all over
the world, I should
have spent some time
in a more

Here's a

Here's an

The T.E. E!
YES THE JOKER -- MIRTHFUL MOUNTEBANK OF MISCHIEF AND MENACE AND TRADITIONAL FOE OF THE MIGHTY BATMAN AND ROBIN, HIS PRESENCE SUDDENLY MAKES SHADOW CITY SEE SINNER IN SOGDIAN.

I DON'T GAMBLE WITH CRIMINALS. I DEMAND MY MONEY BACK. YOU'RE A FAKE AND A CHEAT AND TELL THE POLICE ABOUT YOU.

LOST AGAIN. LET'S SEE WHERE CAN I ASK A NECK. I HAVE TO TALK TO THE MANAGER. THE MANAGER. THE MANAGER. THE MANAGER. WHERE ARE YOU COOK?

THE JOKER!
BATMAN

LOOK BATMAN.
THREE MEN BEAT US.

WE'RE JUST
WHEN WE
WERE ENJOYING
OURSELVES.

THESE
GUYS ARE
SO BIG
THAT THEY
TOOK A
GANDER
AT US.

WHAT
HAPPENS
BATMAN?

DON'T
LET THE
BEAST
GET
MORE.

DON'T
LET THE
BEAST
GET
MORE.

A BLAST OF BLINDING WIRE BLANKETS THE
AREA.

PRETTY
ANY
WHAT?
I CAN'T
SEE!

THE ULTIMATE TALENT STORY

BUT WE
SHOULD
HAVE COVERED
OURSELVES
WHOLE
SECTION
OF TOWN LIKE
SHADOW CITY?

BATMAN,
IT COULDN'T
BE SEEN POSSIBLE.
BUT LET'S MAKE
ANTHONY SHOW
US WHERE WE WANT
TO BE.
IN THE BARRETT WERE BANNISTER'S ADVENTURES BEGAN

SO HELP ME, I NEVER SEEN DIS GUY BEFORE

THAT MAY BE HARD TO PROVE LET'S LOOK AT THE A

HERE WAS A GUY HERE WITH THE WAR DRIVER MAN

SHADOW LANE BUT THAT MIGHT BE A

WAKE UP EL SEE THERE'S A

WAR DRIVER MAN ABOUT

RAA A

WAREHOUSE

WE'RE NOT HAPPENED HERE

BARTON, BUT IF YOU'RE WELCOME

TO LOOK AROUND IF YOU'RE LIKE

BATMAN!

WE'LL TRY FOR MUTT N HATCH ANY MORE

I'M JUST HERE AS A

A

LOVE

I MIGHT BE GONNA MADE

MAYBE THAT SENTENCE MADE YOU MAGNIFICENT

NEXT EYE -- I'LL BE WAYNE AND DICK ORA ON

WINTER'S AT WED, A RICH PLAYBOY

APPOINTED FOR DAREDEVIL EXPLOYS

MUTT AND

LASS IS FELT

NOW THAT YOU CAN'T HUNT TIGERS IN AURA

EXPLORE AFRICA OR CLIMB A MOUNTAIN

STILL

I'M A YANG

OF YOU HE

ABOUT IT HE'S

FRIENDS OF MOST

DAMN CAFE TRINITY

OF Y'all LET'S

VERY INTERESTING
I have to hurry to keep my appointment. Of course I will come on to the place you will be interested in.

Oh?

Snap it up! We got a follow-up.

No interested. He says not much.

Presently, there he does. Another cage.

Are a J. He was a bus driver. But we he free. M. F. E.

We seem to be moving, but not getting anywhere.

Abruptly, do I believe it.

L.G.T.S. and do you see what I see?

But I must believe it.
THE SECRET RENDEZVOUS OF ARABIAN OUTFIT AWAY IN GOTHAM CITY!

HURRY ROBIN! WE'LL DO OUR SIGHTSEEING AFTER WE'VE GOTTEN OUR SELVES OUT OF SIGHT... AND WHAT A LOT WE'VE GOT TO DO...

FELIX LATHROP HAS VISITED MANY GLAMOROUS SCENES - BUT NONE MORE THRILLING THAN THIS! I'S WORTH PLENTY TO FIND A PLACE LIKE THIS WITHOUT RAVELING HALFWAY AROUND THE WORLD. EVERYONE HAS TO ENTER THE CAPE OF THE TERROR TERROR PESS...

HERE ARE THE EASTERNS AND THEIR WAYS HERE... GET WELL, I'VE SAID. CHARLIE FANNING, DON'T ASK A TERRY IN MY LIFE!

BUT HARDLY HAS HE NEW EDWARDS HIMSELF WHEN I'VE SCARED HIM AWAY AND THE EASTERN TERRORS... CONVERSE FOR A WHILE!

SO I CALL ME AT AN EVENING. SCRAM COFFEE... PHONES... A LOT OF THEM YEAH...

T'S A RACKET! GIVE ME MY MONEY BACK OR I'LL YELL FOR THE POLICE!

THE WOULD NOT HEAR YOU... AND ANYWAY YOUR ADVENTURE'S NOT YET ENDED NOR YOUR SPENDING REALLY BEGUN!

REMEMBER? PROMISE YOU DON'T DANGER FOR A PRICE? YOU'RE THE ONE WHO TALKED ME INTO COMING HERE NOW I RECOGNIZE YOU THE JOKER!

DO WE SLICE HIM UP, BOSS?
LEADING OVER THE WRITHING FORMS OF THE GUNMAN, THE HEROES SEE HERE WE GO!
AND HERE WE GO!

WITHIN THE DRAGON'S HEAD, THE JOKER PULLS A LEVER AND SEE WHAT I MEAN?
WE'RE BURNED IN BY FLAMES. WE CAN'T MOVE AND WE CAN'T STAY HERE - IF WE WANT TO KEEP LIVING.

LENORE, BATMAN AND ROBIN ARGUE. LATHROP'S NECK IS TIGHT STAGE FOR FUTURE TOURIST N SHADO AHA HA HA HA
LEMON, BATMAN AND ROBIN DESPERATE MANEUVER. I CAN'T STAND IT.

LET BATMAN'S POWERFUL MUSCLES AND THE GO UNDER ROCKETS THROUGH THE AIR.

TRY TO LAND ON YOUR FEET!

TAUT LATE, SHERIFF!

SCOTT HE'S THE WHOLE E OF

OFF!
THE LAR LURCHES FORWARD AND HALTS AGAINST A CUSHIONED BARREL.

WHAT A JOKE! AR HASN'T SOMETHING AND STOPPED, BUT THE WHEELS ARE STILL TURNING.

Look, he's on a treadmill. That's why when we came here we had all the sensations of motion excepting the breeze in our face.

AND AS THE TREADMILL MOVES HYDRAULIC MACHINERY LOWERS THE APARTMENT THROUGH THE FLOOR TO WORTH 300'S.

Fancy henchmen to have BATMAN AND ROBIN BURN WITH THEM EVER SINCE I WANTED TO SPLIT THE PROFITS WITH ANYBODY!

BUT A SECOND BEFORE THE PANEL SLEW SHUT, THIS IS THE FIRST FLOOR OF THE WAREHOUSE WE WERE IN LAST NIGHT.

Because he's gon' crash the penguin.
Gee! It's good to hear your voice again, Sergeant!

Your dealer does not like to have to tell you so when you ask for Eveready Flashlight batteries. The simple fact is that practically all the Eveready batteries being made are going into war in the Armed Forces and essential war and defense supplies. You just can't get enough of these dependable batteries right now to go around.

But not now only as permanent Eveready batteries, you want new improved batteries that are the result of performance and length of service with magnesium batteries. You can afford a War Bond before you can afford anything else.
Alfred, the Peerless Butler, has his own extraordinary methods of trapping criminals and his victims are the vainly wailing folk who share his fate as the amateur detective who spins his words as 'The Great Handcuff King.'

Alfred, and you all have read on ad right up in alley

Handcuffs

Exceedingly useful
to take care
of criminals once I've caught them

Later that day

Ronny Loudwater will be interested in the we buy purchase. I think he wants to be a detective himself but he hasn't any talent for it, poor chap.
A manature expresss totoots, unbutlerlike thoughts float through the substitute butlers mind.

"If all is luck, after we name a..." Gram to get out sap money outta da way and take his place. Dis sap who's to show up? I am just throwin' out he might get suspicious. I'll have to get rid of mine now.

"I now e e were a criminal charge these ha's back. Would enable me to escape." How about paper me own cut ties of obverse.

"The hand is near the eye but the curves are quicker than the hand. Unexpe temy.

"Neat, eh? What?" Hey.

"Hour's Graceu I don't seem to have the key."

"And at this moment, some guy I gotta outta here fast?"

"Tell ya, I don't want us to be ed so I dicene ted da dore be h. But dese guys are plumbers here ta in a leak let em in."
 Always will not be obscene
 But've never heard of such
 A thing as plumbers enter-
 ing through a window &
 Let them n through
 the servants' entrance

 No answer
 Slick musta
 Fallen down
 On da
 Job

 That's my
 Good
 Fellow

 Now, suh
 Slick ain't
 Here but dis
 Guy's not w
 Us n

 Sure
 Pal, I
 Won't
 Take n

 Who's da
 Safe? Let's
 Go

 What's da
 Plumbers to
 Fix a Safe?

 Good gracious
 They be opening
 The safe, they're
 Not plumbers at all,
 They're thieves

 O.S. WILL
 CUTS THROUGH
 BA DON LIKE
 WAS HERE

 Hey
 Gut a slug
 He's gone
 n 1 M

 Yow
 Gut 'em off
 Me, Mike

 Just a
 Second slab
 LLFR
 With his own
 Handcuffs

 Help
 Police!

 Stop
 the
 Police

 Help
 Police!
ATTENTION! FOLLOW US SERGEANT - I GOT A ASSIGNMENT FOR YOU NOW!

MAYBE THIS IS THE US ARMY'S PROBLEM - I'M A SERGEANT.

Look, Fellows...
A REAL U.S. ARMY PLASTIC HELMET!

THAT'S RIGHT. HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO OWN A GENUINE U.S. ARMY PLASTIC HELMET LINED AND RELEASED BY OUR GOVERNMENT BECAUSE OF SLIGHT IMPERFECTIONS. THESE TOUGH, RUGGED HELMETS CAN REALLY TAKE A COMPLETE WITH ADJUSTABLE HEADBAND AND CHIN STRAP WITH BUCKLES IN NATURAL CAMOUFLAGE MOTTLED GREEN SPECIALLY PRICED TO YOU AT $100 EACH. YOU AND YOUR PALS - GET YOUR HELMETS RIGHT AWAY.

FREE! CAMOUFLAGE NET! DES ARMY
O M.P. HELMET, Helmets 2A BE DRAWN.
EXECUTE A LETTER ORDER FOR ME?
A BOA-CONSTRICITOR! HE'S KILLING OUR PACK MULE!

WATCH ME UNTANGLE THIS!

CAREFUL MEN WE ARE IN DANGEROUS SOUTH AMERICAN JUNGLES!

SEE WH'Z PROFESSOR LOOK THERE!

SEE Z WHEN I SAY "VOLTO" MY LEFT HAND REPLIES!

BUT LOOK THE MULE'S RUNNING AWAY!

JUST LEAVE THAT TO VOLTO! WATCH HOW MY MAGNETIC RIGHT ARM ATTRACTS!

YOUR POWER NEVER FAILS TO AMAZE ME VOLTO!

T'G SECCA NATURE TO US MAST AND WE RE-CHARGE OUR MAGNETIC POWER BY EATING WHOLE GRAIN CEREALES!

THAT'S WHY WE BROUGHT GRAPE-NUTS FLAKES ALONG ON THIS TRIP! IT IS THE GRANTEST TASTING WHOLE GRAIN CEREAL IN THE WORLD OR ANY OTHER!

I KNOW IT! FRANKLY THAT IS ONE REASON WHY I CAME ALONG!

GRAPE-NUTS FLAKES MAY NOT BE YOU VOLTO'S MAGNETIC POWER, BUT IT WILL SURE START YOU OFF LIKE A POWER HOUSE IN THE MORNING! SET GRAPE-NUTS FLAKES TODAY! TASTES SWELL!

TUNE IN HOP HARRIGAN BLUE NETWORK MON THRU FRI.
Once again we bring you a tale of a branch of our law enforcement squads. These officers are quick, intelligent, and brave. Usually they don't wear uniforms. They are a plainclothes squad and they wear skirts.

Yes, this is a tale of women with powder on their cheeks and gunpowder in their fists. This is a story of one of them who now she met Batman, Robin, and Alfred.

"Shirley Holmes, policewoman!"
In the spring, a young man's fancy turns to walks in the park and a girl and a bird except...

In the park there's always a pretty girl and almost always a masker.

Heya kid, how's about you? I'm gettin' better at quitting.

How's about you? I mean gettin' out of my way before you're sure.

Enter the hero! And I'm not so hard to take.

Joey! I must stop the bully before he gets too obnoxious.

See here! My man leave this young lady alone else I lost my temper.

On yer way boy scout!

Way I see him still conscious! I shall yet deal with that bully.

Don't pret' pet I can take care of this like myself you see.

There's really nothing to it.

My word! That blow has made me quite dizzy. I could swear I saw that whole slip of a girl throwing that bird a Sally.
I SAY DO YOU REALLY DO THIS, OR IS IT A BAD LUSHER ARE THOSE HANDCUFFS?

YOU'RE LYING DOWN STANDING UP WITH YOUR OWN CUFFS? YES, THESE ARE HANDCUFFS I'M ARRESTING THIS MAN.

SERGEANT SHERLOCK HOLMES OF THE POLICE-WOMAN'S SQUAD AT YOUR SERVICE.

A POLICE-WOMAN.

ONCE CUT YOUR JAW WITH HIS RING, YOU KNOW? I WAS REALLY VERY VALIANT OF YOU TO COME TO MY A.D.

OH, YOU ARUM MAN!

A HERO SHOULD HAVE A PROPER REWARD.

A GODDAMN THIS TO ME A GOIL.

LOOK ME UP SOMETIME BYE!

AND AT THAT MOMENT ELSEWHERE IN BETHANY A TRAGIC MAN SENSES DIZZY TOO.
AN OLD MAN SAID, 'YOU TELL US WHAT HAPPENED?'

YOU FAINTED OLD MAN, ARE YOU?

GUESS I MUST BE SICKENED BY SEEING A TUN FOR TWO DOLLARS NOW.

AN OLD MAN STOOD AND SANG AT THE DOOR. "LET'S ALL GIVE WHAT WE CAN. HERE'S MY FIVE DOLLAR BILL TO START IT.

STANDS TCH-TCH, LL GIVE TWO DOLLARS. HERE'S MY DOLLAR. GUESS I CAN SPARE A HALF.

G 'LL TAKEN THAT.

DO TRY JUST TAKE THIS MONEY AND GET SOME GOOD FOOD IN YOUR STOMACH AND WARM CLOTHES ON YOUR BACK, LL HAND.
HERE! YOU CAN'T DO THAT LL!

NOW DON'T PULL THAT 'INCIVIL CITIZEN ROUTINE.

THIS IS NO PLACE FOR ME. STICK AROUND GRANDPA.

ANGRY AT BATMAN'S AND ROBIN'S SEEMING COLDNESS THE CROWD SLIDES FORWARD.

WHAT'S THE DEAT? HURT A STARVING OLD MAN WILL YOU GIVE THAT OLD MAN HIS MONEY?

WHAT DON'T YOU ZER?

THIS IS A SMART ROBIN AND I SAY THESE MEN PERFORM ON ANOTHER STREET WE WERENT SURE IT WAS A RACKET UNTIL WE SAW THE REPEAT transporter.

LATER AT THE POLICE STATION:

HERE'S COMMISSIONER GORDON!

WELCOME COMMISSIONER. I JUST DELIVERED A COUPLE OF HEELS WHO PULLED THE FLOP RACKET ON BROAD STREET.

WHAT DO YOU DO?

RATE BEEN PICKED UP MANY COMPLAINTSgetLastRacket TESTER. WE ARE LOOKING FOR EVIDENCE RACKETEERS ARE LOTINIC ORGANIZED HERE'S A LARGE GROUP.

DON'T LET THEM SEE ALICE I RACKET TESTER WERE ORGANIZED ONCE A LARGE GROUP.

EVERYONE KNOWS I'M HERE FOR AN ARREST THEY DON'T WANT TO KNOW'S BEEN ON MY BACK ALL DAY IF I DON'T HAVE THE KANSAS BOSS SOON MY NAME WILL BE EX-COMMISSIONER!
Well, do you see her? Naw, we ain't seen nobody come in. All right but in case oyster Annie should come by... you might tell her she'd better get an honest job and forget her swindle racket. E1 50, Robin!

How come he calls you Oyster Annie? What's your sample game now? Ha! A Tsukiyama just went to a fancy restaurant and ordered oysters. I start eating them when suddenly I spill a glass of water on the table. Why didn't I spill it on him? I almost broke my jaw on a pearl in the oyster! I keep hoping he'll see it. Then when the manager comes over he takes a look at the oyster in my hand and says, "Out!"

Suddenly, somebody wraps a blindfold around the girl's eyes. Relax, Oyster, we're gonna make you see a sun who can give you a job. And... yeah, only we'd rather you didn't know. Huh? How about just yet? It's safer for us that way.
Just as we thought, it's counterfeit! That woman was a noted bunco worker. We've been on her trail for a long time.

In the area, we'll have to take that bill with us. Official evidence will give you a break in the case. We'll take it till we can arrest her.

And a moment later...

How did you smooth the roof, chump? I never knew the bill was real.

Yeah, we got your money back and he's out. Now we're gonna ask you to help out. I'll be okay. Chief, come on. We're out of here.

We haven't got a clue. He'll be gonna walk. The hitout was deep out on you. And I'll blast your spine loose. Move.

Sometime later, the Wayne Hotel.

I can't understand women! I say hello to Sergeant Shirley Holmes and her companion. She left her in the corner. She asked me where she could find a woman.

What? You called her sergeant?

Quick, take the bill out of your mouth. Where are you going? Ask her about the police woman's division, and let her go. Look over there.
BARTMAN

MEANT ME IN THE SWINDLE CHIEF'S HIDEOUT
JAMES MY BOY DRAW YOUR GUN! WE MUST TEACH THIS FEMALE MONARCH OF THE LAW A CRIMINAL LESSON

FLOWER PETALS! I SAY SHE WAS WEARING FLOWERS LIKE THOSE
THEN IT IS A TRAIL SHE FIGURED WE MIGHT RETURN HERE AND MANAGED TO DROP PETALS OF THESE LUMINOUS FLOWERS ONE AT A TIME

WILL GIVE YOU A LESSON—N judo!
AND AT THAT MOMENT UP STAIRS ON THE STREET LEVEL, WHAT THEY MAY HAVE A GUARD POSTED BETTER TAKE THEM BY SURPRISE. WE CAN USE THIS DUMB WATER TAIL AS AN ELEVATOR!

YEAH!

HOW THAT SHE-WILDCAT JAMES YOUR GUN AND THIS TIME DON'T DROP IT!
WHAT! WHY DON'T YOU

YIPES! BATMAN AND ROBIN!
"Well looks like old Uncle Sam!"

"Lady off once a day for all!"

"Cad sounther knave!"

"And a very nice time was had by all!"

"And now what may I ask?"

"Amen!"

"This calls for a celebration! Let's all of us get together eh?"

"Not at all! I want Alfred all to myself, he just saved my life!"

"Like a dog Alfred, I want a big steak for your eye after that. Maybe we'll go to a show just you and I!"

"We've been sweated!"

"I say triumph! Jolly that'll be!"
Want to be a Champion?

When this new Library of Sports

Play Better Baseball

Learn the fundamentals of baseball and how to

I want to be a Champion

Breakfast of Champions

“Breakfast of Champions”

With Men and Women

A Product of General Mills, Inc.

OFF THIS ALL-STAR LINEUP OF CHAMPION BOOKS!

A Champion X ANGO B

THE LIBRARY OF SPORTS

PLAY BETTER BASEBALL

Many famous names of

Famous Coaches and

How to Play a Better Game... in

Foot End

Baseball Champion?
HANDY ANDY

For the handy dandy gardener, here's a quick and easy way to raise plants in your own home garden. Listen!

First, get equipment similar to the one shown. Assemble it exactly as you see in the drawing. Take it home with you.

Next, add a bit of soil to the mix. Add some water and start adding the seed or plant. Plant seeds or plants as shown.

Here's where I've gotta be very careful. When does it start to be hearing?

If you've followed directions carefully up to this point, you may want to add some more water. Now, cover the entire area with the new plants.

If you're not happy with the outcome, just rock on your front porch until next year. Suddenly, turn on the heat.

Finally, just rock on your front porch until next year. Suddenly, turn on the heat. Obvye boyo boyo! Pass the marmalade. Next year, I'll plant an acre of pumpkins.
ONCE A FIGHTER

by Stan Carter

He had taken his place at the table. In the room, he had seen the action and the thrill of the fighting. He had been witness to its excitement. The thrill of the moment had been like a wild fire to him. He had been hot, but cool in his coolness.

In the town he had seen it all. He had seen the hard men, the tough men, the men who had fought. He had seen them in the streets, in the parks, in the squares. He had seen them in the saloons, in the cafes, in the dance halls. He had seen them in the movies, in the theaters, in the parks. He had seen them in the saloons, in the cafes, in the dance halls. He had seen them in the movies, in the theaters, in the parks.

And yet he had been hot, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the heat, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the fire, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the action, but cool in his coolness.

And yet he had been hot, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the heat, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the fire, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the action, but cool in his coolness.

And yet he had been hot, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the heat, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the fire, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the action, but cool in his coolness.

And yet he had been hot, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the heat, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the fire, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the action, but cool in his coolness.

And yet he had been hot, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the heat, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the fire, but cool in his coolness. He had seen the action, but cool in his coolness.
the fight men the dressing room.

"Off in the war again!" He
smashed 1 up played with the
words, smashed him around in
his mouth as much luck
shot And there he staved
even while he was getting out
of his clothes and in his rug

He was fighting a preem vicu
usual. His job was to make let
t fuzzy Harkness look good then
take a dive. It was a job to Al
Palmer, and Al had always done
it well. Al was a wire guy

The Harkness was a good
fighter too. He was champ in his
own right. Palmer was kind of him up to
gain confidence. Al was
smart guy that way. And Kid
Bradley always when people
said. I know what would happen if
they hit him. His Kid
Bradley would go out the
second round and Harkness would get
more confidence. This after a
dropout set up during which
the left-hander would get more
confidence. If this stuff would make itself feel

Well, Hook would not be so sure of his
down the champion. Kid Bradley had won
good fighters to know where he was in the

The door opened

Palmer said. I H. Kid. Just
dropped in to make sure every
ing's okay. Got it gets right
out before some enemy sports
writers warn me. He paused
looking at Kid Bradley who was
sitting on the rubbish left
The green-topped light shone
down on the Kid. I tured its
"Say what is about Kid don't
you feel good? You don't look
good."

Alarmed, he was. The Kid
will always be a good man to have
around

"I'm okay. Kid Bradley and
Yeah, I'm okay."

Where You been here all
Don't forget, Kid the second
take a dive. And look out for
that right Loart. get plenty so that now you

He slid toward the door,
balled in his anguish for a
moment, shook his head then

went out And I am
not ready. He told himself in the
stamp room. I'm going to
be an old lady worrying about
him. He moved sedately down
the corridor toward his room
sleeping room as he saw one of
the boys from White Mount
steak's Gym approaching. Blow
steaks and second second

Bradley

Good thing he 
looked. It would have worried him to
have heard. Who cares. Hey, and what's matter. You
don't look that same right

No Kid Bradley wasn't. We're not
same. I don't know what we were or
had there. He was a mad shoot. And since then have
been a mad modulation. It was the way he was going
Kid Bradley was the punch line. Had thought about
that long time I was up there. So it was all in the

and then there. I was a mad
look. And since then have
been a mad modulation. It was the way he was going
Kid Bradley was the punch line. Had thought about
that long time I was up there. So it was all in the


THESE BOYS ARE GIVING THEIR ALL

Let's Do Our Bit
By Buying MORE WAR BONDS
Than We Can Afford
What is democracy? Is it merely a catchword that allows each man freedom to do as he pleases? Or is it as the Batman and Robin claim an obligation to see that one's neighbors are as privileged as we? Let us learn a thrilling lesson in friendship as we watch the conflict between powerful czars of crime and our true Americans.
Twilight and the Batmobile winds through a section n whose shadows alleys linger the outcasts and instincts of a great city.

They caugh the street of sorrow t looks it. Unnately the city's plan nings to improve this whole section.

Suddenly Robin up there a man about t just! We've got to stop him!

Shoulda done dis long ago now I'll soon be over.

Saved by the cape.

What a narrow escape.

A year ago, ta sent me to SaFeN When I got out I tried to go straight but an ex con can't even get a job I was desperate.

Huh? Danny the dip how come so tired of living Danny?

Listen Danny I'll see that you get a job that's a promise mean while you go upstairs and relax I'll stop by in the morning. Bosh! You mean it?
Later That Night At Bruce Wayne's Home

Danny's real killer was a worker. He saw what was going on and decided to get a job in the very same place. The man who got him out of the way didn't know it, but the man who got him a job was watching him. He was a detective, and he knew something was going on. He followed the killer to Bruce Wayne's home and found out that the killer was working for the same man who had been killed. He reported it to the police, and they went to Bruce Wayne's home and found the killer there. The killer was arrested, and the case was closed.

The following day

D.L. something ought to be done to help those men who've paid their debt to society and want to go straight. And the Batman is going to start the ball rolling by presenting the case to the public.

A Distinguished Senator-Hence-Knows-Also-Listens

An old friend of the Batman's. He's a man of great influence, and he's willing to help. He's going to use his connections to get the case started. He's going to work with the police to make sure that the killer gets what he deserves.

An Extensive File Of Letters And Reports. He Is A Man To Whom We Can Turn For Advice.

The Batman. He's a man of great courage and determination. He's going to keep working until the case is closed.

The Batman.

The end.
ROBIN!

We've got a powerful ally.

He'll convince the JELC. A man isn't necessarily bad just because he once went wrong and I know just the man to take with us.

WOW! Washington is one place I've always wanted to see.

A couple of days later.

SOMA ARMADA. I guess he's just a Marks man as usual. There's an ex-pickpocket, an ex-cabdriver, an ex-trader... and an ex-nurse.

Look at that man. He's not a man.

He must have stumbled and fallen down the mountainside.

BATMAN! Watch out!
WHEN I CLOSER
SAY THAT'S ONLY
A DUMMY ROBIN
THAT FALLING
Boulder was
NO A DENT

BATMAN
ANOTHER
ONE BACK
QUCK

THAT WAS A STEPING
STONE JUMVON,
NOW WE'RE GOING
UP TIGHT COUNTRINSIDE

SOMEONE DOESN'T
WANT US TO GET TO
WALKINGTON THAT'S
FAK NEY

WOW
AM STILL IN
ONE PIECE!

I'M
AFRAID THIS
ONE S GOT
OUR NAMES
ON IT

NOW
I KNOW
WHAT A
BOWLING
PIN FEELS
LIKE

NIGHT GUARDIAN
ARBE ALWAYS
AROUND AT THE
RIGHT TIME

THE
ROTTEN
MURDERERS!
WHEN WE
CATCH UP
WITH THEM

THREE THEY GO

QUCK BEFORE
WE LOSE THEM
IN THE WOODS

BUT A TREE TO BROAD FOR AN AMPLI
WIRES THE LINE TO THE
EMPTY HANGAR OF THE
FIGHTER'S BASE

THAT'S
PROBABLY
THE ANSWER
DANNY!

WHO
DONE
BATMAN
JUST TELL
ME THAT

DA A=
A REAL
A MARKETS
BE ICE ON FACTORY
DEAL BUT BID
 Хот НЕ

QUCK BEFORE
WE LOSE THEM
IN THE WOODS

THAT'S
PROBABLY
THE ANSWER
DANNY!
NOW WE ARE UP AGAINST WHEN YOU BREAK THE LAW LET'S HAVE A LOOK INTO THE FBI HE SAYS

A = US THOSE M.
Z = WRAP CONTAIN A 007 EYE PROTECT THESE
E = ES LAH

ES AND WE A USE ES
WHO KNOW WE ARE MAKE IT

THE SENATE HEARS A CAB NEAR THE BATMAN'S HOTEL LET US SEE IN CROWD WAS
THE SENATE MEET A CAB AND ER CONVENES IN TWENTY MINUTES A WOOL AND E A 075 E R E R N

ES AND WE A USE ES
WHO KNOW WE ARE MAKE IT

BATMAN! WATCH OUT!

A MAN SHOULD SEE YOUR HASH

A RUIN DECIDER TO THE WAREHOUSE
OUR ONE CHANCE FOR A FAST GETAWAY THAT TRUCK.

HEY, YOU FOLLOW HER TRUCK!

STRETCH, MY REE GA I A,
THE HEAD OF THE FRED MAN THAT MIGHT TO HOF ON.

BY ROBIN—ERE PASS N DA WASH STON MONUMENT ABA I TO BAD.
WE'RE SO B'S.

YES—THIS NIGHT WE BEEN A RICE SHENT SEE NO TOUR.

WITH SUPERIOR SKILL THE BATMAN MANUVERS SKY'S TRUCK TO A STOP.

A HUNT OUT THE FBI OFFICE ON YOUR LEFT—WITH MY RIGHT.

FOR TWO YEARS I TOOK ORDERS FROM GUYS LIKE YOU BUT NOW I'M STRIKING OUT FOR MYSELF—WIT' DA'S.
AND SO THE BATTLE CONCLUDES CONVENIENTLY BUT DECISIVELY ON THE VERY DOORSTEP OF THE FBI!

OUR OFFICEidon't HAVE ANY EVIDENCE ON THESE GUNS. BATMAN. BUT THANKS TO YOU WE CAN TAKE CARE OF THEM IN YOUR CARE WE'VE A DATE AT THE CAPITOL! IT'S NOT TOO LATE.

S T DO LATE? N THE SENATE CHAMBER.

AND I WONT REPEAT THE SENATOR BATMAN HAS FALED TO APPEAR TO SUPPORT THIS ABNORMAL MEASURE.

ORDER SENATOR ANDERSON COOK HAS THE FLOOR.

GENTLEMEN, I ASSURE YOU THE BATMAN W. APPEAR AS THE FIVE PREMIUM.

BUT WE EN THE BATMAN, HERE!

AS HONORED GUESTS- THE FABULOUS COMIC BOOK FIGHTER AND HIS COMPANY ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS THE SENATE FROM THE PLATFORM.

JUST AS WE ARE LEAVING THE CROWD AND THERE IS AN EMPY NEWSPAPER AND THE FRUMANS TAOZER.

AND ALF! A DOG! AND THEN...

YEP, SEEM LIKE ON YESTERDAY WE WERE IN OLD STAGE? AN TODAY WE ARE AGAIN FER EN STAGE.

POE ER NUTTIN' DATS AMERICA!

I SEE THAT'S POETRY.
MIGOSH!
LOOK - IN BROAD DAY LIGHT SAFE CRACKING!

CRAY YOU TAO UP WITH THE WIND?

BUT - NEVER KIND TALKING'S WALK

IC IN ALL WE WERE DOING WAS OUR JOB WE'RE PROFESSIONAL MOVING MEN!

KELLY MOVERS
The M-8 is a six-wheeled armored grayhound designed for scouting and long range cruising at high speed. Carrying a 37 mm. anti-tank gun and machine gun, the M-8—with energy derived from a powerful motor—can outrun everything it can't outshoot.

Baby Ruth speeds food-energy into body

So often these days, Baby Ruth helps fill the gap for food-energy when fatigue slows down a lighter or worker. Nourishing Baby Ruth is rich in dextrose; natural body sugar that is picked up directly by the bloodstream and used almost immediately for energy. It helps to speed up activity and perk-up spirits.

CURTIS CANDY COMPANY • Producers of Fine Foods • CHICAGO 10, ILL

Baby Ruth